DAFFODIL AC' E
FOR QUALITY BULBS
PROPR.IETERS W.J & W. C DIJK

P.O.BOX 834
TAURANGA

PHIFAX (07)5525383

A comprehensive selection of the WORLD'S FINEST DAFFODILS

TERMS OF SALE
ALT, STOCK are disease free and varieties true to name, but as we have no control
over bulbs after dispatch, NO RESPONSIBILITY will be accepted
after they leave our nursery.
ADD $ 5.00 postage and packing on orders under $ 60.00
RESIDENTIAL. ADDRESS PLEA SE_AS_WE_IISKEGILRIERS.
PLEASE SU PPLY SU_B_S'FITUT_ES as some varieties could be unavailable.
CLOSING_DAILFORDRDERING 28-2-19K
DELIVERING FEBRUARY-MARCH 1997
All prices include 12.5% G.S.T.
COMPERE OUR PRICES: YOU WILL FIND THEY ARE COMPETITIVE.
Orders regretfully WILL NOT be acknowledged because of high administration cost.
SPECIAL OFFER: once again by popular demand at last seasons low price, and while
stock last, for a magnificent spring display, made up out of our
surplus stock of many popular varieties and colour.
100 MIXED DAFFODILS
S45_01) POST FREE
50 MIXED DAFFODILS
$ 25.00 PLUS POSTAGE

TOP VALUE COLLECTION.
our selection.
No 1 10 Miniature and small daffodils (named)
No 2 10 Super exhibition varieties (named)
No 3 10 All yellow daffodils mixed (not named)
No 4 10 Red cup daffodils (not named)
No 5 10 Double daffodils (not named)
No 6
10 Reticulata Irises (named)

$ 20.00
20.00
15.00
15.00
15.00
20.00

_BOOKS
BULBS FOR NEWZEALANDSEARDENSANDCOLLECTORS
By: TERRY HATCH and JACK HOBBS.
This book is very informative and beautifully illustrated. It contains countless treasures
including many rare and desirable species from South Africa and other parts of the
world.
Comprises descriptions and cultural information for many genera, species and cultivars.
Invaluable reference for the keen gardener and collector.
$ 49.95 + $3.00 P&P.

Only the daffodil pages
are included here.
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Canterbury Fair
Candida
Checkmate
City Lights
Colorama
Coot Crystal
Coral Ribbon
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Countdown
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Daydream
Debonair
Diane Joy
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Gabriel Kleiberg 4.00
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Galway
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Geranium
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Glamour Girl
3.00
Glowing Red
3.00
Gold Charm
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Gold Shah
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Malvern City
Malakana
Mayfair
Memr_King
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New Hope
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Outward Bound 3.00
5.00
Eddie
6.00
Panache
2.50
Paiisienne
5.00
Peach Melba
3.00
Pearl Shea
3.00
Perimeter
15.00
Pink Ice
2.00
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Precedent
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Quasar
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Rainbow
Ramses
Recital
Red Baron
Red Cameo
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Rhapsody
Riesling 6.00
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Tan
Golden Aura
Golden Dawn

15.00
2.00*
2.00*.
Golden Ducat
3.00
Golden Orbit
4.00
Golden Rapture 2.00*
Golly
5.00
Ilighficld Beauty 2.00*
3.00
BOB=
2.50
Holiday Inn
Honeybird
6.00
Hotspur
2.50
Irish Minstrel
2.00*
Irish Rover
5.00
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Romance
Rondetto
Royal Degree
Ruby Throat
Salute
Samantha
Santorin
Seadteam
Shaz
Silken Thomas
Silver Chimes
Silver Shell
Sovereign.
Split

3.00
3.00
3.00
20.00
6.00
10.00
3.00
6.00
4.00
3.00
2.00*
8.00
5.00
2.00

* 3 bulbs $ 5.00 or 10 bulbs S 15.00

W-Y
Stylish
4.00
W-WY Swell Time
5.00
4 Y-R
4.00
Tahiti
2 W-P
Tangent
3.00
11 Y-0
Tiritomba
2.00
4 Y-R
Tonga
3.00
11 Y-0
Top Hit
4.00
11 W-YW Travertine
5.00
4 W-P
Tropic Isle
10.00
11 W-Y
Vafdrotne
3.50
4 Y-0
Warne
3.00
2 W-Y
Welcome
4.00
White Lion
3.00
4 W-Y
Wybalena
4 W-0
3.00
DESCRIPTION FOR UNDERLINED
VARIETIES ON PAGES 3-5.

ACHDUART 3 Y-R: A large and beautifully formed

BU 1 TERSCOTC71 2

flower with soli gold perianth and nicely balanced
expanded cup of deep red. Has already several "Best
Blooms" award to its credit. A strong and vigorous
plant with a good stem and neck. $ 8.00
ACROPOLIS 4 WV R: One of the finest red and
white doubles. A very full flower, the outer petals are
very broad and round, of purest white. The inner one
which are not so broad, interspersed among these in
the centre are small petals on intense bright red.
S 4.00
ARIEL 3 W-O.Y: A very attractive and decorative
flower, the perianth is wide and overlapping, very
smooth and of thick texture, the saucer shaped crown
is vermilion with a wide band of pale lemon at the
$ 3.00
outer edge. A high class show flower.
ARKLE 1 Y-Y: A deep golden yellow trumpet of
gigantic proportions. The large overlapping perianth
segments are of lovely quality and grand smooth
texture. $ 3.00
A UD UBON 3 W-YYP: A startling bit of colour, the
rosy pink to coral rimmed cup with good sized, flat,
very white perianth makes it an excellent flower for
cutting or exhibition. Tall strong stems. One of the
better ones. $4.50
BANDIT 2 W-Y1`0: This is a first class exhibition
flower. Perfect smooth shovel shaped perianth, much
overlapping with broad expanding orange toned cup.
Good tall stem. $ 6.00
BELCANTO 11 W-1: White perianth and a large
flat light yellow collar, tall strong stem, a well formed
flower. $ 6.00
BELLE FLEUR 4 Y-R: Another outstanding bright
yellow and red double from Jim O'Nfore, of excellent
form and consistent. Has proven itself on the show
bench with many premier blooms. $ 3.00

perianth of great substance at right angles to crown,
neatly flared and in good proportion. A good show

1

Y-Y: Very smooth flat

flower. S 2.00*
CANASTA 11 W -Y. A most attractive variety of

collar daffodil. Wide spreading perianth of pure
white surmounted by a flat crown of bright yellow.
Tall and vigorous. $ 4.00
CANTERBURY FAIR 2 W-GY: This is a show
flower of merit. Perfectly formed, smooth white
perianth and wide saucer shaped crown deeply ringed
with golden yellow. S 3.00
CHECKMATE 2 Y-R: An exhibition flower with
many successes. Rounded broadly overlapping
perianth, smooth and of great substance, perfectly
proportion bowl shaped solid red crown. Tall and
vigorous. $ 230
CITY LIGITIS 2 W-YYR: A very fine show flower.
Quite distinct from others in this class. The perianth
is pure white, with smooth rounded very broad
.;egnients of strong substance. The nicely formed,
rounded bowl shaped cup is delightfully rimmed by a
narrow margin of very bright red. $ 3.50
COLORAMA Ii Y-0: Dark orange collar on a
golden yellow perianth, tall stem, a very fine cut
flower. $ 3.00
CORAL RIBBON 2 W-P: this flower has a large
crown with a ruffled band of rich coral rose. The
white flat much overlapping perianth is rounded in
form. An excellent show flower and has proven very
popular. $ 4.00
CORAL STRAND 4 W-P: A tall vigorous plant with
rounded white perianth and a centre filled with white
and pale pink petals. $ 4.00

4
DAILMANACH 2 W-P: A superb pink of great

IRISH MINSTREL 2 W-Y: A very fine large

quality. The first "Pirtle to be awarded the medal for
Best Flower in the R.11.S. Show 1972. Glistening
white perianth and bright 3/4 length trumpet. $ 15.00
DANGER 2 Y-R: The perianth is a deep gold,
beautiful smooth and the bright fiery colour of the
bold corona makes it stand out among others. An
absolute must on the show bench. 5 4.00
DOLLY MOLLINGER 11 W-OWO: Snow white
perianth with orange shaded wings. Tall stem, early.
Unusual novelty. $ 4.00
FALSTAFF 2 IV?: A striking flower of brilliant
colour and quality. The deep golden yellow perianth
is very smooth and flat, the large cup is deep orange
red with a nicely rolled mouth. Strong vigorous plant.
$ 2.00*
FANL1NE 11 W-PY: A very beautiful flower with
pure white perianth and soft apricot collar, strong tall
$ 5.00
stem. Fine cut flower.
GLAMOUR GIRL 3 W-WYR: A splendid small cup
variety, with glistering white perianth of silky smooth
substance, with nicely shaped cup rimmed with red.
$ 8.00
One of the most perfect in the
GOLD GEM 2
2 yellow large cup division. Immaculate smooth
broad overlapping perianth of good substance with a
well, balanced expanding crown. Strong tall stern.
Consistent winner on the show bench. $ 20.00
GOLDEN AURA 2 Y-Y: A most attractive medium
size self yellow. A show flower, deep golden yellow
throughout, and a very strong vigorous grower
producing beautiful bulbs. $ 2.00*
GOLDEN DAWN $ Y-0: Bright yellow perianth
with quite wide flat crowns of brilliant orange.
Several flowers on a stem. $ 2.00*
GOLDEN DUCAT 4 Y-Y: A most striking large
golden yellow double of lovely form and quality
despite its immense size, with a truly wondertill stem
which holds the flower upright. Strong vigorous
plant, very free of bloom and increaser. $ 3.00
GOLDEN RAPTURE 1 Y-Y: Magnificent large
lower up to 10 cm in diameter. A truly great variety
for exhibition and garden. $ 2.00*
HIGHF1RE 2 Y-R: The rich deep yellow perianth is
broad and overlapping, smooth and of good
substance. The gentle imbricated crown is nicely
circular and of a most intense red right to the base.
Good quality with an intensity of colour anti contrast.
$ 3.00
HONEYB/RO 1 Y-W: One of the best reversed
trumpet. Excellent in form, texture and pose. Very
flat perianth of smoothest quality in rich luminous
lemon behind a very neat trumpet that becomes white
as it develops. lite reverse develops quicker than
most. Unbeatable in exhibition. $ 6.00

flower, with very broad flat white perianth of thick
waxy substance. The large expanded cup of bright
clear deep yellow is beautifully filled at the mouth. A
tall strong plant. $ 2.00*
/ASH ROVER 2 W--0Y; Outstanding and distinct
flower. The creamy white perianth id broad and
much overlapping. Deep orange crown with a band
of orange yellow at the brim. Great show flower,
good plant. $ 5.00
LILAC DELIGHT 2 W-P: Well formed, rounded,
flat with perianth and a saucer shaped crown of
salmon heavely suffused with lilac. The colour
intensity varies with the year and the development
stage. $ 4.00
LITTLE JEWEL 3 W-P: Very neat formed flower
with nice rounded pure white perianth contrasting
nicely with the delicately pink rimmed fitted crown.
$ 3.00
11L4TAKINA 4 W-P: A fine pink double with a
good backing of smooth white petals of excellent
form and a central section of strong contrasting pink.
Most attractive show flower.
S 12.00
MAYFAIR 4 WP: This is a full double with white
segments interspersed with buff tending to pink. A
good seeder.
$ 4.00
MERRY KING 3 Y-R: Yellow small cup of this
calibre are far from plentiful. This is a show bloom
that has many awards to its credit. The bright yellow
smooth perianth and deep red cup combines to make
this an exhibition bloom.
2.50
MISTRAL 11 W-Y: Pure white perianth with a fresh
lemon edged collar, very floriferous. Medium tall
stem. Very early flower.
$ 2.50
MONDRAGON 11 Y.1.1: Golden yellow perianth.,
deep orange collar, a well formed flower on a tall
strong stem. Vigorous plant.
$ 4.00
MONTERRICO 4 W-R: A flower of immense size
grand quality and
and majestic proportions,
wonderful substance. The outer petals are pure
white, broad and smooth. The smaller inner petals
are evenly interspersed with small petaloids of deep
$ 3.50
orange. Very tall.
MY WORD 2 W-P: The first very good coloured
pink to flower in the daffodil patch. Clean white
perianth with longish crown which quickly turn to a
$ 6.00
deep rich pink. Good for early shows.
NEW HOPE 3 W- Y: Another magnificent new
introduction from Brogden. Pure white smooth
circular petals, with nicely balanced globular yellow
$ 8.00
corona. Premier Bloom winner.
PALETTE 11 W-YO: Well formed creamy white
perianth, with large, flat collar, yellow in the centre
merging to dark orange at the rim. An exceptional
$ 5.00
colour.

PANACHE 1 W W: Magnificent very large pure

SANTOR1N 2 Y 0: The earliest of all yellow orange

white trumpet of faultless from and quality. Wide
perianth segments are flat, overlapping and of a waxy
substance, with well proportioned nicely flanged and
$ 6.00
frilled trumpet. One of the best.
PEACH MELBA II W O• Creamy white perianth
and a very large deep orange collar, a very large
flower on a medium tall stem. Medium late. $ 5.00
PERIMETER 3 Y R: A medium size flower with
soft yellow rounded perianth segments and a rather
deeper yellow flat crown with a sharply defined
narrow band of brighter orange red on the edge. A
$ 3.00
certain winner.
Tall
sterns,
vigorous
growth
P•
PRECEDENT 2 W
and excellent form. Rounded white perianth with
nearly flat crown having a wide band of apricot
$ 4.00
salmon.
PRINT1L IX W Y: An exceptional smooth and
consistent flower. White perianth with beautiful
frilled corona. Desirable outstanding cultivar.
$ 8.00
Midseason.
QUASAR 2 W--P: An outstanding, very large flower
with excellent substance. The yen/ smooth perianth is
broad, pure white and is complimented by a nicely
expanding deep water melon pink. A vigorous plant
with many awards in NZ. The very best in this
$ 15.00
division.
strong
most
attractive
mid
RECITAL 2 II- P: Good
season pink. Pure white perianth with a good well
balanced bowl shaped deep pink cup. Fine show
$ 12.00
flower in collections and single blooms.
RED CAMEO 2 Y R: One of the very best yellow
red in this class. Deep golden round perianth with
deep red, broad serrated cup. Already winner of
$ 12.00
many prizes. Very good show flower.
RED EMBER 3 T-R: Another of Jim O'More's
releases. Beautiful formed flower with very broad,
smooth deep golden perianth and flat spreading
glowing red corona. A winner and a welcome
$ 15.00
addition in its division.
ROJAL DEGREE 4 W YO: One of the largest and
most impressive double in this division. Opening a
greenish lemon, soon developing to a creamy fully
double flower, interspersed with soil yellow orange
segments, still retaining a hint of green in the centre.
RUBY 77IROAT 2 W R: This is a large more
rounded flower than Cool Flame and it has much
more colour on opening. Good flat, overlapping
white perianth and a bowl shaped crown of quite
$ 18.00
brilliant rosy red.

varieties to bloom and a welcome sight in late winter.
Flowered for us at end of July. Excellent garden
variety and a cut flower. Good long stem. $ 3.00
SEADREAM 3 W GW: This is regarded as one of
the truly exceptional flowers. Outstandingly
consistent show flower of precise form and much
character. Good plant, stem and neck. $ 6.00
SILUER SHELL 11 i1' W: The best of all white
split corona. Pure white perianth with flat well
balanced collar. Large flower, strong stem. $ 8.00
SOVEREIGN it W OW: A quite spectacular flower
with pure white well formed perianth on which a flat
pure orange, white bordered collar. A splendid large
llower on a medium strong stem. $ 5.00
SPRING FLING 2 Y-& A very striking flower that
demands attention in the garden and show bench.
Smooth yellow much overlapping perianth with an
almost disc like deep orange blazing crown,
beautifully scalloped and ruffled. $ 3.00
SPRINGS TON GEM 2 W W: One of the best in
this division. Excellent substance and colour. The
wide overlapping perianth is pure white, with a large
well balanced corona of the same colour. $ 10.00
Sit) ary- WEATHER I W Y: Well overlapping
smooth, pure white perianth of thick substance and
fine texture, beautifully frilled. Nicely contrasting
golden yellow trumpet, very strong in colour and of
perfect balance. tall and vigorous in growth. S 7.00
TAHITI 4 Y-R: One of the best yellow and red
doubles. A strong plant with tall strong sterns and
finely formed rounded double flowers of rich golden
bright orange red. $ 4.00
TONGA 4 Y R: An outstanding early show flower
with very broad outer petals of mimosa yellow, much
overlapping and of great substance, the inner petals
are not so broad and are interspersed in the centre
with smaller ones of deep orange red. A lovely full
flower standing on strong sterns. $ 3.00
TROPIC ISLE 4 W P: Of the many pinks doubles
that were raised, we think this is the best that has
flowered so far. A double row of white perianth
segments with a very full centre of salmon pink and
ivory white petaloids. Strong stem. $ 10.00
WHITE LION 4 ;,r I:• Entirely distinct from any
other, producing a waxy flower of fine substance,
very broad overlapping outer segments, with a centre
of double petals slightly intermingles with soft yellow.
$ 3.00
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SMALL AND MINIATURE DAFFODILS
ACTAEA 9 W-GWO: Good solid snow white
perianth, small yellow crowns edged fiery red. Early
poeticus. - $ 2.50
A beautiful and easy garden
AWL
plant with graceful hanging blooms, yellow with paler
$ 4.00
cup.
AUBURN 51-1 1: A triandrus hybrid of intense deep
gold throughout, with a long narrow trumpet and
twisted petals. Excellent vigorous garden plant.
$ 4.00
A URELIA 7 Y-Y: An excellent sweetly scented
jonquil. Deep yellow throughout. $ 3.00
BABY MOON 7 Y-Y: A small delightful soft yellow
jonquil. This is the new improved single jonquil with
flowers about the same size. Several scented flowers
to the stem. $ 2.50
BA11113I 1 Y-Y One of the earliest to flower. It has
white petals and bright yellow trumpet. Good for
naturalizing in a dry position. $ 2.50
BANTAM 2 .Y-OOR: A small very attractive flower
of outstanding quality. Deep gold flat rounded
perianth with bowl-shaped deep orange-red cup. A
choice cultivar. $ 4.00
BEBOP 7 Y-Y: A small rounded flower in light
yellow with an almost flat crown. A perfect formed
variety from funcifolius X Rupicola. $ 4.00
BELL SONG 7 W-P: Nicely formed flat perianth
that open pale buffy lemon with a suggestion of pink
near the base changing to ivory as the flower
develops. The very nicely balanced crowns are quite
pink on opening and retain this colour well. Usually 2
blooms to a stem. $ 5.00
BERYL 6 Y-R: A very prolific cyclamineus hybrid
with primrose petals and a orange cup. Most
attractive. $ 3.00
p_OBBYSOXER 7 1 1-0: A really good miniature
jonquil hybrid which does well in the garden and
increases rapidly. A lively flower with yellow petals
and a deeper cup $ 3.00
BO/3WJIJTE 7 Y-Y: A most floriferous deep yellow
vigorous jonquil hybrid, producing many stems, with
4 to 5 blooms. $ 4.00
BULBOCODIUM CA1VTABRICUS 10: A beautiful virgin-white hoop petticoat, winter flowering
species from Morocco. Free flowering and most
attractive. $ 2.50
B. CANTABRICUS CLUSII 10:
The flowers have a wide, goblet-shaped cup of purest
white held almost vertically on the stem. Early
flowering. $ 2.50

B. CITRINUS 10: Flowers pale citron-yellow broadly
funnel shaped corona, widely expended mouth. One
of the best garden forms. $ 3.50
B.FILIFOLIUS 10 Y-Y: Very vigorous plant of
medium height with a smooth goblet of bright yellow.
Good for pot or greenhouse. $ 2.00
B.JESSAMY: Vigorous bulbocodium hybrid. The
last of the quartet to bloom. Opens cream but fades
to milk white soon. Wide shallow crown. $ 3.00
&MAJOR 10 Y-Y: Somewhat larger plant and
flowers. A very lovely clear yellow variety. $ 2.50
AMESAILANUCUS JO
Y-Y: This closely
resembles Romieuxii in form but is a full clear yellow
and should be a valuable plant if plentiful. $ 3.00
B.MONOPHYLLUS 10 W-W: Rare North Africa
white flower with wide corona. Lovely and easy to
grow and flower outside or cool greenhouse. Winter
flowering. $ 3.00
B.OBESUS 10 11-17.: Distinct form of bulbocodium
with very large bright yellow flowers on short stems.
Leaves quite prostrated and twisted. Late flowering.
3/$ 6.00
$ 150
B.ROMIEUX1I 10: The earliest flowering species,
wide expanding frilled lovely primrose flowers,
especially attractive for its beautiful colour. $ 4.00
B,ROMIEUXII vat ZLINICUS 10Y Y: Collected in
Zaian mountains. Develops earlier than other
bulbocodiums. Larger flowers with wide, very pale
yellow cup. Pleasing very early flowering. $ 4.00
B.SEROTINUS 10: The giant hoop petticoat, much
larger than any other type. Flowers are a very rich
deep yellow. A smart plant with sturdy stems and
broad upright foliage.
4.00
B. TAFFETA 10: Another good Romieuxii seedling.
Freely increasing bulbs with large flowers that
become sparkling white.
$ 3.00
B. TANANICUS 10 W-W: Closely resembles N.b.
monophyllus and is almost white. The flowers are
smaller. Curious habit of holding its bloom almost
upright.
$ 2.50
C1NALICULATUS 8 W-Y: A dainty little polyanthus narcissi, a true species with erect, narrow blue
green foliage and heads from 3 to 5 sweetly scented
flowers with reflexed white perianth and globular
3/$5.00
$ 2.00
yellow cups.
CHEERFULNESS 4 W-W: Double white flowers
$ 2.50
with a few buff markings.
CHERIE 7 W-P An exquisite small flowering
jonquil with a delicate pink cup and white petals.
$ 2.00
3/$5.00

CHIT CHAT 7 Y-Y: Delightful little flower, small
perfectly formed blooms of clear rich yellow borne in
great profusion, 2 or 3 to a stern. Vigorous grower.
$ 4.00
CLARE 7 Y-Y: A splendid flower of distinct
character. Beautiful dark lemon miniature jonquil
which increase rapidly. $ 4,00
CLOUD NINE 2 Y-W: Very flat and pointed nicely
overlapping perianth of luminous lemon-gold, with a
long crown of similar colour passing to pure white as
it develops. One of our loveliest daffodils. $ 4.50
CYCLAIIIINEUS 10 Y-Y: A very beautiful species
of deep yellow with a long trumpet and completely
swept back petals. Excellent for naturalizing in a
damp place. $ 5.00
CYCLAMI1VEUS SEEDLINGS : (intermediate)
Beautiful selection of yellow cyclamineus hybrids,
ideal for that special Spring display. Easy culture.
Very popular. $ 3.00
DAINTY MISS 7 W-GW: A most delightful little
flower that might be composed with Xit, but is larger
and a flower of more rounded form. Overlapping
perianth and small saucer-shaped crown is glistening
white. $ 4.00
DINKY DUFFLE 7 Y-0: Small flowers with
smooth flat overlapping petals of good colour and
substance, with bright orange straight small cup
which is distinct and attractive. A fine grower and
increaser. $ 3.00
PKIKOSSEL 7 Y-W: The fast of a new colour
class, the reversed jonquil hybrid. This is a distinctive
flower having perianth of rich lemon-gold and a cup
of similar colour that soon fades to a startling
contrast. Usually 2 or 3 blooms per stem. $ 3.00
ELF Y-WP A decorative trumpet variety. Lemon
throughout. The trumpet delicately edged with pink.
$ 3.00
31$ 8.00
FALCONET 8 Y-R: A delightful rather small flower
with 3 to 5 or more florets on a stem. The deep
yellow perianths are quite flat and overlapping wit a
$ 3.00
striking bright orange crown.
FEBRUARY GOLD 6 Y-Y: The well known and
loved early cyclamineus hybrid with golden yellow
petals slightly darker cup. Very long lasting and good
$ 2.00
for naturalizing. 31$5.00
FERNANDESII 10 Y-Y: Smaller than Jonquilla and
slightly less foliage. A good grower with golden
yellow slightly reflexed petals and cup shaped crown.
$ 4.00
Free flowering and sweetly scented.
FOUNDLINQ 6 W-P: Outstanding little pink
crowned flower. Reflexing white petals and short cup
$ 9.00
of rich rose-pink.

QIPSY QUEEN 1 Y-Y: A most exquisite tiny trumpet variety. Little, narrow, lemon yellow petals and
long creamy-white trumpet with lemon frill.
6.00
GRACILIS 10 Y-Y Very sweet scented with 3 to 5
light sulphur-yellow flowers to a stem. The last of all
the narcissi to bloom.
$ 5.00
GWEAL 9 W-11 11?: Pure white rounded perianth
with a large green eye, banded red. A high class
representative of the poet. division.
$ 3.00
HARMONY BELLS S Y-Y: A most profusely
blooming variety. A clear shade of yellow with a high
percentage of stems with several blooms.
$ 4.00
IIAWER4 S Y-Y: A most charming little triandrus
hybrid, the flowers are dainty with bell-shaped cups
and reflexed petals of soli creamy yellow and borne
2 to 3 to a stem. A gardeners joy.
$ 3.00
HENR/QUES// 10 Y-Y: A rare and superb addition
to the jonquil group. Glowing golden flowers with
bowl-shaped cups. Exceptional scent.
$ 4.00
'UGH NOTE 7 Y-W: Another vigorous growing
flower. 2 or 3 intermediate flowers on each stem.
Rich yellow perianth with flowering crowns that
becomes nearly white as they develop. Very
striking.
$ 5.00
II1LLSTAR 7 YW-WYW: Medium sized, bright
lemon yellow perianth with a white halo. Crown is
ivory, shaded buff, with a white edge. Distinctively
different. Good for breeding.
$ 6.00
'-Y: Another worthwhile
110NEY BELLS 5
addition to the limited class of yellow triartdrus. 2 to
3 blooms per stem of almost uniform yellow-lemon
with the corona slightly deeper shade. Profusely
flowering variety. $ 4.00
HOOPOE 8 Y-R: A vigorous and free flowering
variety. Strong plant with up to 5 nicely formed
yellow and red florets per stem. $ 3.00
ICE WINGS 5 W-W: A very striking attractive icewhite flower with rounded flat perianth and bowl
shaped crown with green centre. One or two bloom
per stem. Very popular. $ 6.00
ITZIM 6 Y-R: Am almost sun proof little red nosed
cyclamineus with more pronounced rellexing
perianth segments than most of its type.
Unimpressive on opening but the flower soon
develops colour and form as its matures. Useful for
garden, exhibition and breeding. $ 5.00
JACK SNIPE 6 W--Y: A delicate little cyclamineus
whose long cream petals and dark primrose cup make
a striking contrast. $ 4.50
JENNY 6 W-W: An exquisite cyclamineus hybrid
with milk-white petals. The trumpet opens lemon
colour but quickly fades to a lovely creamy-white.
$ 5.00
:

JONQUILLA 10 Y-Y: This charming and very well

known jonquil species has up to 6 very strongly
scented deep yellow flowers to a stem.
31$5.00
$ 2.00
JUMBLIE 6 Y-O: An excellent little cyclamineus
hybrid with 2 to 3 clear yellow flowers to a stem.
Slightly orange cup and reflexed petals. Good for
$ 3.50
pots.
JUNCIFOLIUS 10 Y-Y: Quite exceptionally, one of
the smallest jonquil species. Several tiny flowers
which are sweetly scented. $ 4.00
LARKTVISTLE 6 Y-Y: Clear deep yellow throughout
with slightly reflexed perianth. A sturdy well
balanced flower. A very lovely small daffodil.
$ 6.00
LEMON HEART S W-Y: Excellent triandrus
variety, with a rather large flower. Palest creamyellow long cup and milky white petals. $ 3.00
LIBERTY BELLS 5 Y-Y: Undoubtedly the best
yellow triandrus in existing today. 3 to 4 large well
shaped clear lemon-yellow flowers carried on strong
$ 3.00
stems. 3/$ 8.00
UNTIE 7 Y-0: A dainty little jonquil. Each stem
bears 1 to 4 flowers with butter yellow petals and flat
orange cup. $ 4.00
LITTLE BEAUTY 1 W-Y: A charming little well
contrasted trumpet daffodil. Twisted white petals
with a yellow trumpet. $ 3.50
LIME BECKY 6 Y-Y• Delightful dainty little
miniature daffodil. Two to three flowers per stem. A
distinctive, nicely reflexed golden yellow little flower.
Prolific bloomer. Should be a winner on the show
bench. $12.00
it. LITTLE ECHO W-P: This attractive small flower is
one of the choicest pink varieties. Perianth segments
are rounded, smooth, overlapping and pure white,
$ 8.00
while the cup is bright clear pink.
A
delightful
little
hybrid
x_ LITTLE EMMA 6 17-Y:
between N.cyclamineus x Ihenriquessii. 2 or 3 cute
dainty yellow flowers per stem, charming reflexed. A
little beauty. $ 12.00
LITTLE GEM 1 Y-Y: An exquisite little pale gold
trumpet daffodil. Free flowering. $ 3.50
LITTLE GEN1LEM4N 6 _Y-Y: A very pleasing
upright miniature cyclamineus hybrid of butter yellow
throughout with scarcely reflexed petals. $ 5.00
LIVELY LADY S W- W: Very fine triandrus hybrid.
Snowy white flowers and a charming little plant of
much substance with 2 or 3 flowers per stem. $ 5.00
MAKILLU/AfirnilplI_ -1: This flower closely
resembles April Tears, but instead of being deep
yellow, is a delightful shade of greenish cream and
equally prolific. $ 4.00

MIDGET 10 17-IT: Nicely formed small all ye7ow

trumpet variety. an attractive little flower for garden
or container.
$ 4.00
MINNOW 8 W-Y: A lovely little tazetta with several
creamy flowers on each stem with contrasting yellow
cup.
$ 2.50
OBVALLARIS 10 Y-Y: Neat bright yellow flowers
on very stiff stems. Long lasting and excellent for
naturalizing.
3.00
ODORUS REGULOSUS 7 Y-Y: Three or four
sweetly scented soft yellow flowers on each stem.
Free flowering.
$ 3.00
PATROL 6 Y-R: Rounded slightly reflexed yellow
perianth and bright orange short cup. Very attractive
garden plant.
$ 5.00
PENCREBAR 4 Y-Y: A very sweet little yellow
double jonquil, looking like a tiny rose, often twin
flowers. A real treasure.
$ 4.00
PHILOMATH 7 Y-Y: Another interesting hybrid
that has evidence of both species plainly visible in its
form. This is a bright yellow flower with long crowns
and quite flat, sometimes reflexed narrow perianth. 2
or 3 flowers on a stem.
$ 4.00
PIPIT 7 Y-W: Perhaps the best of the reversed
bicolour .jonquils. Soft lemon throughout on opening,
the crown and base of the perianth soon turning to
almost pure white. Very distinct flower of show
quality.
31$ 8.00
$ 3.00
POETICUS RECURVES 9
The genuine old
fashioned flower loved by everyone for its perfume,
its lateness in blooming and for its delightful flowers.
Snow-white petals swept back from a small citron
eye rimmed crimson. One of the finest for
naturalizing.
3/5 8.00
S 3.00
POETICUS SEEDLING 9: Selected seedlings
which are of excellent quality and contains varieties
well worth naming.
$ 3.00
PRETTY MISS 7 W-Y: Rather like Sweetness in
style, but this is a bicolour, having white perianth and
primrose yellow cup. A fragrant flower of good
quality. Excellent plant.
$ 4.00
QUAIL 7 Y-I: Quite unlike any other jonquil hybrid.
Rich golden yellow, quite flat overlapping perianth.
The crown is of very nearly the same shade and is
long and relatively narrow, slightly flared at the
mouth. 2 or 3 blooms to a stem and very floriferous.
$ 4.00
A distinct flower.
RIPPLING WATERS S W-W: A fine chalice
cupped triandrus hybrid. 3 Creamy-white flowers to
31$ 8.01)
3.00
a stem.
RIVAL 6 GJ'-Y: A very choice flower with exquisite
form, fine substance and attractive colour. Perianth
segments nicely reflexed. Straight crown laciniated at
mouth. Very smooth. Excellent show flower. $ 8.00

SHREW 8 W-Y: True miniature hybrid tazette.
dititerof -sinall white -flowersth short bright
yellow corona. Sunny. Good for pots.
$ 4.00
SKYLON 7 Y-YR: Unusual and lovely. 2 Neat round
flowers on a stem. Bright yellow but the rim of the
cup is red.
$ 3.00
STINT 5 Y-Y: Pale lemon perianth with slightly
deeper crowns. Profuse flowering with 2 or 3
blooms on a stem. The soft luminous colouring
makes this a nice garden flower.
$ 5.00
STRATOSPHERE 7 Y-1.• One of the tallest
jonquils, with clear deep yellow perianth and small
crown. Two or three blooms per stem. Good for
show flower.
$ 4.00
7
YT
Y:
An
exquisite
miniature
jonquil
of
SUNDIAL
a most unusual dark lemon with a hint of green in the
$ 4.00
frilled cup.
SUZY 7 1'-O: This beautiful jonquil has a flat
overlapping canary-yellow perianth and a clear
$ 3.50
orange cup. Highly attractive.
SWEET PEPPER 7 V.0: Smart gold and orange
jonquil. Has the typical jonquil scent. Fine garden
plant throwing lots of flat cupped flowers. $ 3.00
TENUIOR 10 Y-Y: Small straw coloured jonquil. 2
to 3 well fanned little flowers on each stem. Good
$_2.50
grower. Late.
lETE A TETE 6 Y-Y: A quite outstanding
cyclainineus. Probably the best of all the dwarf
hybrids. Very early and tremendously long lasting.
Golden petals very slightly reflexed from the neat
$ 4.00
cup. Very prolific flowerer.

TRIANDRUS ALBUS 10 W-W: A dainty miniature
species with several milk-white nodding flowers to a
stem, with globular cup and reflexed petals. It is
universal popular. $ 5.00
ERMLO
V" RUS CAPEX 10 W-W: A truly beautiful
species found only on the Isle of Glenan. 2 or 3 pure
white flowers slightl;. larger then those of var. Album
and with longer bells up to 2.5 cm in length. $ 6.00
TRIPARTITE 11 Y-Y: A crossing between
Jonquilla and a butterfly daffodil. The result is a very
charming, attractive and s'iperb looking plant with 2
or more pretty butterfly like lemon-yellow blooms
per stem. A most unusual but unique plant when first
shown on show bench. Outstanding show and garden
plant. $ 6.00
II_REO 7 Y-GYY: Rich clear, luminous lemon gold
with a small eye of moss green on first opening. Very
attractive when fully developed. $ 5.00
WAXWING 5 W-W: This is one of the best of the
American all white triandrus hybrids for show or
garden. Free flowering vigorous plant. $ 4.50
WHITE MARVEL 4 W-W: An unique variety, with
3 or 4 beautiful formed double flowers on each
strong stein. The colour is silvery white.
33 8.00
$ 3.00
delightful nodding little
MILNER _
trumpet, opening greenisli-yelloW and 'fading to -primrose when mature. very free flowering. Good ,
variety for pots and bowls.
$ 3.50
X1T.S W-JV: Superb quality miniature with rounded,
snow-white perianth and delightful shallow white
crown. Top class flower, ideal for containers $ 6.00
YELLOW CHEERFULNESS 4 Y-Y: Bright yellow
fully double tazetta, every stem with many flower
sprays like tiny roses.
$ 2.50

P.S. If for any reason you will
not be ordering from this
list, please pass on to a friend
or keen gardener who would very
much appriciate it.
THANK YOU

.

